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I. INTRODUCTION
In multi-user MIMO systems, one main challenge is the increased complexity and energy consumption of the signal processing to mitigate the interferences between multiple cochannel users. To achieve energy efficient transmission, the multi-user MIMO system with very large antenna arrays at each base station (known as "massive MIMO" system) has been advocated recently [1] . The key result is that, with very large antenna arrays at each base station, both the intracell and intercell interferences can be substantially reduced with simple linear beamforming (BF) processing [1] , [2] .
On the other hand, full-duplex relaying (FDR) is a promising approach to improve the spectral efficiency (SE) of relaying network while retains the merits of half-duplex relaying (HDR) (e.g., path loss reduction). In FDR, the relay transmits and receives simultaneously at the same frequency and time, but at the cost of a strong echo interference (EI) due to signal leakage between the relay output and input [3] . To mitigate EI, three approaches have been investigated, i.e., 1) passive cancellation, 2) time-domain cancellation [3] and 3) spatial suppression [5] , [6] . The passive cancellation relies on a combination of path loss, cross-polarization and antenna directionality [4] . The time-domain cancellation is based on the fact that EI signal is known at full-duplex node. Thus, it can be regenerated and removed in time-domain [3] . In spatial suppression, EI is mitigated with the multiple transmit/receive antennas by approaches such as null-space projection [5] . Inspired by these works, a number of works have dedicated to the study of FDR protocol on both theory and testbed (See [7] , [8] and the references therein). To achieve spectral and energy efficient transmissions of multiple source-destination pairs, recent works sought to incorporate both HDR [9] , [10] and FDR [11] - [13] with massive MIMO.
However, the aforementioned works on massive MIMO are actually based on the assumption that the base stations or relays are equipped with a large number of high-quality transmit/receive radio frequency (RF) chains (which are expensive and power-hungry). In contrast to conventional MIMO system (e.g., at most 8 antennas in LTE system), massive MIMO must be built with low-cost components [14] since the deploy cost and energy consumption of circuits will increase dramatically as the number of antennas grows very large. Such low-cost components are prone to hardware imperfections (e.g., phase noise, nonlinear power amplifier, I/Q imbalance, nonlinear low-noise amplifier and ADC impairments), which must be considered in the design of practical massive MIMO system. This paper focuses on the transceiver design for massive MIMO full-duplex relaying (MM-FDR) with hardware impairments. The effect of hardware impairments is modeled using transmit/receive distortion noises [15] , [16] . There are several challenges in the design of practical transceiver scheme in the considered system. The first is: how to deal with the EI cancellation without instantaneous EI channel? EI cancellation is a critical problem in MM-FDR transceiver design which is not only important to reduce EI power, but also useful to reduce distortion noises caused by hardware impairments at the relay (as will be shown in section IV). Different from FDR with small-scale relay antenna arrays [3] - [8] , the instantaneous EI channel is usually not easy to obtain in MM-FDR. This is because the learning of EI channel requires training sequence with length not less than the number of relay antennas [2] , which is prohibitive in MM-FDR as the channel coherent time is limited. The lack of EI channel makes traditional EI cancellation techniques (e.g., timedomain cancellation and spatial suppression) difficult to apply. Although passive cancellation does not relies on EI channel
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estimation, it usually cannot provide satisfactory performance when used alone [8] . Another problem is: How to suppress distortion noises caused by hardware impairments at sources and destinations. Different from multi-user interference (MUI), the distortion noise caused by transmit imperfection of source can be viewed as an interference signal with the same channel as transmit data. Thus, it cannot be suppressed by relay antenna arrays during coherent combining (Similar problem appears in reception at destinations). This causes performance ceiling on achievable rate as the number of relay antennas grows large, which degrades the gain of massive MIMO significantly.
In this paper, we propose practical transceiver scheme for MM-FDR with hardware impairments considering the above problems. Different from the traditional MM-FDR protocol [12] (where sources and destinations are equipped with single antenna), we consider a general model where sources and destinations are allowed to equip with multiple antennas. The contributions are summarized as follows:
• We first examine the limitation of traditional MM-FDR protocol under hardware impairments. In particular, we derive the upper bound on end-to-end achievable rate for traditional MM-FDR protocol with linear processing at the relay. The bound reveals that the achievable rate is limited by the hardware impairments at the sources and destinations, and performance ceiling appears as the number of relay antenna grows large. The result also implies that it is impossible to cancel the "ceiling effect" with linear processing, if sources and destinations are only equipped with single antenna.
• Based on the upper bound analysis, we propose a hardware impairments aware transceiver scheme (HIA scheme) to mitigate the distortion noises by exploiting the statistical channel knowledge and antennas arrays of sources/destinations. The scheme needs no instantaneous knowledge of EI channel. The asymptotic end-to-end achievable rate of MM-FDR with HIA scheme (HIA-MM-FDR) is derived and the scaling behaviors of MUI, EI and distortion noises are determined.
• A joint degree of freedom and power optimization (JDPO) algorithm is presented to further improve the SE of HIA-MM-FDR. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we review the related work. The system model is described in section III. The upper bound of achievable rate is analyzed in section IV. The HIA scheme is proposed in section V and the JDPO algorithm is presented in section VI. Simulation results are presented in section VII and some conclusions will be drawn at last. Notations: E(·) and var(·) denote the expectation and variance. I n is n×n identity matrix. (·)
* , (·) T and (·) H denote conjugate, transpose and conjugate-transpose, respectively. ρ(A), Tr(A), [A] ij , λ l (A) and u l (A) denote the spectral radius, trace, (i, j)th element of matrix, lth largest eigenvalue and eigenvector with respect to lth largest eigenvalue of matrix A, respectively. a scales with b means 0 < lim b→∞ a b < ∞.
II. RELATED WORK
The design and performance of using unlimited number of antennas at the base station in cellular system were first considered for independent antennas [1] , [2] , and soon extended to the scenarios with spatial correlated antennas [17] - [19] . The asymptotic SINR for single cell cellular system was analyzed in [2] . It has been shown that, with very large antenna arrays at the base station, a deterministic SINR (also called the "deterministic equivalent" of SINR) which depends only on the large-scale fading of channels can be achieved, if the transmit power is scaled by N with perfect CSI and √ N with imperfect CSI (N denotes the number of base station antennas). The authors in [17] - [20] have done considerable work to derive the "deterministic equivalent" of SINR for massive MIMO system with spatial correlated antennas.
In the field of massive MIMO relaying, the SE and EE of HDR with very large relay antenna arrays were investigated in [10] , [9] . The MM-FDR with decode-and-forward (DF) relay was first introduced in [11] , [12] , and analyzed in endto-end achievable rate as linear processing is employed. The asymptotic performance of amplify-and-forward based MM-FDR was considered in [13] and the scaling behavior of the infinitely repeating echo interference was determined.
Only a few works considered the effect of hardware impairments on massive MIMO system. A constant envelope signal design has been proposed in [21] to facilitate the use of power-efficient RF power amplifiers. The authors in [22] presented a low peak-to-average-power ratio (PAR) precoding solution to enable efficient implementation using non-linear RF components in massive MIMO system. In FDR with smallscale antennas, the optimal precoding under limited ADC dynamic range was studied in [15] , [16] . However, these works cannot provide much insight for the effect of hardware impairments on MM-FDR.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the network with K source-destination (S-D) pairs and a single full-duplex relay R, where source S k wishes to communicate with destination D k (k ∈ {1, · · · , K}) with the help of R. The relay adopts the DF policy. It is assumed that the sources and destinations are equipped with N S and N D antennas respectively, while the relay is equipped with N R + N T antennas (N R for reception and N T for transmission). We are interested in the large-(N R , N T ) regime, i.e., min{N R , N T } → ∞. N S , N D and K can be either fixed or scale with min{N R , N T }.
Let H SR,k ∈ C N R ×N S be the channel matrix from S k to receive antenna array of relay and let H RD,k ∈ C N T ×N D be the channel matrix from D k to transmit array of relay. Let H EI ∈ C N R ×N T denote the EI channel matrix between transmit and receive arrays of relay. The spatial correlation of each MIMO channel is characterized by the Kronecker model [23] . Thus, H SR,k can be expressed as
SR,k , where β SR,k represents the large-scale fading. C SR,k ∈ C N R ×N R andC SR,k ∈ C N S ×N S characterize the spatial correlation of received signals across receive array of relay and that of transmitted signals across transmit array of S k . X SR,k ∈ C N R ×N S consists of the random components of channels whose elements are i.i.d with distribution CN (0, 1). Based on the same model, the channel matrices H RD,k and H EI can be expressed as
EI . To facilitate the analysis, we assume the following conditions on correlation matrices, i.e., ∀C ∈ {C SR,k ,C SR,k , C RD,k ,C RD,k , C EI ,C EI }, where k ∈ {1, · · · , K},
• A1: The spectral radius of C is bounded by a constant, i.e., ρ(C) ≤ C.
• A2: C is a Hermitian and Teoplitz matrix and has unit diagonal elements. The former is a common assumption in the studies of massive MIMO which follows from energy conservation [17] and A2 corresponds to the case of uniform linear array 1 (ULA) [23] . To characterize the effect of hardware imperfections, we adopt the new signal model from [15] , [16] .
1) Imperfect Transmit RF Chain: We model the effect of imperfect transmit RF chain by adding, per transmit antenna, an independent zero-mean Gaussian "transmit distortion noise", whose power is proportional to the signal power transmitted at that antenna. The experimental results in [24] , [25] have shown that the independent Gaussian distortion noise model closely captures the joint effect of imperfect components in transmit RF chain. Let
denote the transmit vectors of source S k and relay at time instant u. Based on the above model, the distorted transmit signals can be expressed as
(1) where the distortion noises
. Note that ν S,k > 0 (ν R > 0) characterizes the level of transmit imperfection. For example, ν S,k = 0 (ν R = 0) corresponds to the conventional assumption of perfect transmit RF chains. The quality of transmit RF chains degrades as ν S,k (ν R ) increases.
2) Imperfect Receive RF Chain: We model the effect of imperfect receive RF chain by adding, per receive antenna, an independent zero-mean Gaussian "receive distortion noise", whose variance is proportional to the signal power received at that antenna. More precisely, let
be the undistorted received signals of the relay and destination D k at time instant u, the distorted received signals can be expressed as
(2) where the distortion noises
characterizes the level of receive imperfection. The experimental studies in [26] have shown that the independent Gaussian noise model is a good approximation to the joint effect of imperfect components in receive RF chain.
At time instant u, all sources transmit signals x S,k [u] (k = 1, · · · , K) to the relay simultaneously. Meanwhile, the relay 1 We will restrict our analysis to the scenario with ULA at each node. The analysis for arbitrary correlation matrices will be considered as further work.
broadcasts the decoded signals to the destinations. Based on the models in (1) and (2) , the received signals at the relay and D k can be expressed as
(3) To keep the complexity low, it is assumed that a singe data steam is transmitted at each source and each node employs only linear processing. In particular, S k transmits the unit-power symbol s k [u] using the unitary BF vector p S,k . Therefore, the transmit vector of S k can be expressed as
, where E S,k denotes the transmit power. Relay combines the received signal by multiplying the receive BF matrix
is used to decode the symbol of S k . The relay forwards the decoded symbol using transmit BF matrix
The transmit vector of the relay can be expressed as
T and Λ R = diag(E R,1 , · · · , E R,K ) is the power allocation matrix at the relay. d denotes the processing delay of the relay. To meet the relay's power constraint,
The combined signal is expressed as 
A. Upper Bound on Achievable Rate
T . We consider a blockfading channel with coherence time T (symbol times), where τ are used for uplink training of each source/destination, and the remaining T − 2Kτ are used for data transmission. The upper bound on achievable rate is obtained by assuming perfect knowledge of h SR,k , h RD,k and H EI can be provided with pilot signals, and meanwhile, the MUIs (i.e., the second terms of right-hand side of (4) and (5) 3 . This gives us the following upper bound on end-to-end achievable rate
where R SR,k and R RD,k denote the achievable rates of S k → R and R → D k channels, respectively. According to (4) , (5) and the assumptions in the above, we have 1) Achievable Rate of S k → R Channel: Since w R,k is only related with R SR,k , it can be optimized separately to maximize R SR,k . From (7), the optimization problem is equivalent to the generalized Rayleigh quotient problem, which can be solved as
The analysis for general case with multiple antennas at sources/destinations is more informative. However, the derivation is challenging since the BF vectors at sources, destinations and relay must be designed jointly to optimize the achievable rate, and closed-form solution is not available [5] . The FDR with general number of antennas at each node was studied in [31] - [33] . However, their analyses assume perfect hardware, and thus give no insight on the effect of hardware impairments. Moreover, the methods in [31] - [33] cannot be applied in the considered system directly since the transmissions from sources to relay and relay to destinations are coupled due to the presence of distortion noises. 3 With H EI , the EI signal w H R,k H EI x R [u] can be perfectly canceled since x R [u] is known at the relay. For MUIs, this can be realized by some sophisticated interference cancellation methods, e.g., the minimum mean square error with successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC).
where
and is independent of h SR,k . The second step follows from the matrix inversion lemma [27] .
Theorem 1: Assuming that the assumptions A1 and A2 hold. As N S = N D = 1, the achievable rate of S k → R channel in the large-(N R , N T ) regime is bounded as
is determined by the following fixed-point algorithm with δ
The convergence of the fixed-point algorithm in Theorem 1 has been proved in [28] .
2) Achievable Rate of R → D k Channel: From (7), the achievable rates of S k → R and R → D k channels are coupled through
, which makes the design of w T,k very challenging. However, with the following theorem we show that this coupling disappears in the large-(N R , N T ) regime, which allows a simple upper bound for achievable rate of R → D k channel.
Theorem 2: Assuming that the assumptions A1 and A2 hold. As N S = N D = 1, the achievable rate of S k → R channel is independent of w T,k . The achievable rate of R → D k channel in the large-(N R , N T ) regime is bounded as (11) , which is achieved by the eigen BF w T,k = h RD,k / h RD,k .
Proof: See Appendix-C. With Theorems 1 and 2, the upper bound of end-to-end achievable in the large-(N R , N T ) regime can be expressed as
Remark 1: The bound in (12) is derived by assuming linear processing and fixed transmit powers at sources and relay, which is in general not capacity achieving. One exception is when K min{N R , N T } and min{N R , N T } → ∞. From Theorem 2, the design of receive and transmit BF matrices is decoupled as min{N R , N T } → ∞. Moreover, the distortion noises are assumed to be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distributed and independent of the desired signal. Thus, based on the results in [29] , [30] , linear processing along with power control is sufficient to achieve the capacity. When K min{N R , N T }, the terms
and
in (10) vanish. By neglecting the low order term (in min{N R , N T }), the bound in (12) reduces to
, which is independent of E S,k and E R,k . Thus, (12) is the upper bound for capacity of
B. Limitation with Hardware Impairments
Different from Remark 1, we consider the general case in which K can be either fixed or scales with min{N R , N T }. With Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the effect of hardware impairments is still hard to analysis since Ψ k is not in closedform. To make the analysis tractable, we assume C SR,l = C SR ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , K}. Using eigenvalue decomposition (10), we have
is an O(1) term. Note that this is valid for arbitrary n > 0. Thus, we can conclude that δ k,l (ρ) = O(1). Replacing δ k,l (ρ) in Ψ k with the symbol O(1) and substituting the result into (9), R SR,k can be written as (14) .
For convenience, we further assume
Note that this assumption does not effect the basis conclusions of the analysis. By neglecting the low order terms (in min{N R , N T }) in (14) and (11), the upper bound on end-to-end achievable rate reduces to
One can make several observations from (15): 1) As K min{N R , N T }, the effect of hardware impairments at the relay and EI disappears in the large-(N R , N T ) regime and the upper bound converges to that in Remark 1. The end-to-end achievable rate is limited by distortion noises caused by hardware impairments at sources and destinations. The explanation is that the transmit distortion can be viewed as an interference signal the same channel as data of S k from (3). Thus, it cannot be suppressed after combining by w R,k . The power of distortion due to receive imperfection of D k is proportional to that of desired receive signal (after eigen BF) and also cannot be reduced by the transmit BF scheme of relay. Thus, there is a finite ceiling on end-to-end achievable rate as min{N R , N T } → ∞. In fact, this poses a major limitation on MM-FDR with single antenna sources and destinations, which degrades the gain of massive array of relay greatly.
2) As K scales with min{N R , N T }, the effect of hardware impairments at the relay and EI is not negligible. Since the EI channel is typically stronger than desired channels, the S k → R channel becomes the bottleneck of end-to-end achievable rate. This indicates that it is of great importance to suppress EI to avoid the bottleneck effect.
V. HARDWARE IMPAIRMENTS AWARE TRANSCEIVER
In this section, we consider a general model where sources and destinations are equipped with an arbitrary number of antennas. We first present a low complexity hardware impairments aware transceiver scheme (referred to as HIA scheme). Then the achievable rate of MM-FDR with proposed HIA scheme (HIA-MM-FDR) is analyzed in the large-(N R , N T ) regime and the effect of hardware impairments is discussed.
A. Transceiver Scheme Description
The optimal transceiver scheme for MM-FDR to optimize achievable rate is hard to find since the transmissions of S k → R and R → D k channels are deeply coupled due to the presence of EI and distortion noises. Even without EI and distortion noises, the problem has been proved NP-hard [7] . As H EI is an N R ×N T matrix, the learning of H EI requires training sequence with length no less than min{N R , N T }. This task is prohibitive as the duration of channel coherent time is limited. Thus, we assume that passive EI cancellation [4] has been used and instantaneous EI channel is not available. A low complexity HIA scheme is proposed to mitigate EI (after passive cancellation) and distortion noises. As will be shown in simulations, the HIA scheme along with passive EI cancellation provides satisfactory gain compared to HDR. 1) Transceiver Design at the Relay: As the variance of EI channel is typically stronger than desired channels, it is of great importance to control the EI power. From section IV-B, EI suppression is also important in reducing distortion noise due to hardware impairments of relay. We consider a two-stage BF scheme at the relay. The receive and transmit BF matrices are expressed as W R = P R W R and W T = P T W T .
Outer BF matrices: The outer BF matrices
are designed to suppress EI. A R and A T are design parameters. Due to the lack of H EI , P R and P T are allowed to depend
only on the statistical knowledge of EI channels. With (4), we design an average EI power minimization problem, i.e., (16), the design of P R and P T is coupled with the inner BF matrix, which makes closed-form solution inaccessible. Thus, it is of great interest to find new target function to decouple the problem. For such, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, an upper bound on average EI power can be obtained as
Then the problem (16) can be rewritten approximately as
The multiplicative term w R,k 2 has been removed since it has no effect on the optimal solution. The second step follows from a similar derivation of (55). From (18), the columns oḟ P R (Ṗ T ) are composed of the eigenvectors corresponding to the A R (A T ) smallest eigenvalues of C EI (C EI ), i.e., (19) , A R and A T can be viewed as parameters to balance the allowable EI power and available degree of freedom (DOF) for data transmission, which should be optimized with respect to specific metric. This will be considered in section VI.
Inner BF Matrix: The inner BF matrices W R ∈ C A R ×K and W T ∈ C A T ×K are designed to realize the multi-user communication. W R and W T can be designed with different criteria, e.g., maximizing the desired signal power which corresponding to the eigen BF, or minimizing the MUI which corresponding to the zero-forcing (ZF) scheme [12] . We adopt the latter one since the ZF scheme is known to approach the asymptotic limit (in min{N R , N T }) of achievable rate faster as the number of relay antennas increases [9] , [10] . For given BF vectors at sources and destinations, define effective channel
, the inner BF matrices can be written as
where Υ is a diagonal normalized matrix with
e l . In practice, H SR,k and H RD,k should be estimated in order to compute (20) . This will be considered in section V-B. Note that (20) [12] , [17] , we assume no instantaneous knowledge of channels at sources and destinations. This is reasonable since the amount of feedback could be very huge and unaffordable in MM-FDR. However, it is assumed that the local statistical knowledge of channels (i.e., (C SR,k ,C SR,k ) for S k and (C RD,k ,C RD,k ) for D k ) can be obtained. As observed from (15) , when N S = N D = 1, the achievable rates of S k → R channel and R → D k channel are limited by the transmit distortion noise at S k and receive distortion noise at D k . This motivates us to design p S,k and p D,k to suppress these negative factors with the antenna arrays of S k and D k .
Design of p S,k : Intuitively, according to (3) we can design the following probleṁ
The second step follows from a similar derivation with that in (55) and the last step is based on assumption A2. From (3), the right-hand side of (21) can be interpreted as the average signal to transmit distortion noise ratio at S k . The solution of problem (21) iṡ
Design of p D,k : Similarly, based on (3), the received BF vector at D k can be derived by solving the probleṁ p D,k = arg max
, which results inṗ
B. Reduced Dimension Channel Estimation
During a training phase, each source/destination transmits pilot sequence sequentially which allows the relay to compute the estimates of channels. With HIA scheme, it is sufficient to estimate the effective channel vectors h SR,k and h RD,k . This allows a reduced dimension estimation scheme 4 . For brevity, we consider the estimation of h SR,k . Let φ ∈ C τ ×1 and E T denote the pilot sequence and power of each pilot symbol. φ is multiplied byṗ S,k and transmitted by S k . The received pilot matrix at the relay is expressed as
where T SR,k ∈ C N S ×τ denotes the transmit distortion noise of S k , whose lth column has distribution (based on model (1)
N R ×τ denotes receive distortion noise at the relay. With model (2), the lth column of R SR,k has distribution
H ])). N SR,k is the AWGN matrix, whose elements are i.i.d and distributed as CN (0, 1). By multiplying both side of (24) withṖ (25) , as a merit of HIA scheme, the total length of pilot sequences to obtain the estimates of all effective channels can be as less as 2K (when τ is set to 1).
Theorem 3: The LMMES estimator of effective channel h SR,k can be expressed aŝ
where C SR,k is the covariance matrix of h SR,k , which can be expressed as
4 Direct estimation of H SR,k and H RD,k (k = 1, · · · , K) requires the total length of pilot sequences no less than K (N S + N D ) . This results in long training phase that degrades the SE greatly as N S and N R are large.
The real effective channel h SR can be decomposed as h SR,k =ĥ SR,k + ∆h SR,k with ∆h SR,k denoting the estimation error.ĥ SR,k and ∆h SR,k are uncorrelated whose covariance matrices can be expressed asĈ SR,k = C SR,k Γ SR,k C SR,k and C SR,k −Ĉ SR,k , respectively.
Proof: A sketch of the proof is presented in Appendix-D.
Different from that with ideal hardware [23] , the LMMSE estimator is not equivalent to MMSE estimator, since the received pilot signal is corrupted by the termṖ H R H SR,k T SR,k (due to transmit imperfection of S k ), which is not independent with the channel to be estimated. There might exist non-linear estimator that results in smaller MSE. However, the difference should be small since the distortion noises are relatively weak.
The LMMSE estimator of h RD,k can be obtained using the same approach. For further analysis, we define C RD,k andĥ RD,k as the covariance matrix and LMMSE estimates of h RD,k , respectively. Moreover, we defineĈ RD,k = C RD,k Γ RD,k C RD,k as the covariance matrix ofĥ RD,k , where Γ RD,k is given by
C. Achievable Rate Analysis
This subsection analyzes the achievable rate of HIA-MM-FDR. The achievable rate expressions are derived based on the bounding technique in [34] .
1) Achievable Rate of S k → R Channel: By treating
as the desired signal at S k → R channel, and approximating the remaining terms in (4), i.e.,
, using the worstcase uncorrelated additive Gaussian noise with the same variance, the rate in (29) is achievable on S k → R channel, where EI k , MUI R,k , D T R,k and D R R,k denote the EI, MUI, effective distortion due to transmit imperfection of sources and effective distortion due to receive imperfection of relay respectively, which are given by
Wherein, the BF matrices at the relay are given by
e l . Note that we have replaced the effective channels in inner BF matrices with their estimates obtained in Theorem 3.
Theorem 4: Assume that the assumptions A1 and A2 hold, and A R is selected so that Tr C SR,k = O(N R ).
5 With HIA scheme, the achievable rate of S k → R channel in the large-(N R , N T ) regime is given by (29) , where the powers of desired signal and AWGN are E S,k E w
, and
and is given by Lemma 1 in Appendix-A. g kk and g kj are given by (61) and (62) in the Appendix-E. Ω S,k and Ω R are expressed as
The scaling behaviors of above factors are shown in Table I .
Proof: See Appendix-E. Several important results on the effect of EI, MUI and hardware impairments on achievable rate of S k → R channel can be obtained from Theorem 4 and Table I .
Effect of EI:
With the proposed HIA scheme, the scaling behavior of EI is high correlated with λ N R −A R +1 (C EI ) and λ N T −A T +1 (C EI ). With the assumption A1, we have
In fact, under specific spatial correlation model (e.g., the physical channel model with a fixed number of angular bins [17] ), it is possible to make λ N R −A R +1 (C EI ) < O(1) and (given by Lemma 1 in Appendix-A) into (32) and letting N R → ∞, we can obtain E S,k var(w
(ii) When N S scales with N R and K N R , it is seen that the proposed HIA scheme reduces the effect of transmit imperfection at sources by a factor of 1 N S . The reason is that the transmit distortion is pre-suppressed by the transmit BF vectorṗ S,k .
Effect of Receive Imperfection of the Relay: By comparing the result in Table I and (15), it is seen that the HIA scheme does not change the scaling behavior of distortion noise caused by receive imperfection of the relay. However, the receive distortion noise power is still reduced, since EI (which is a main contributor of receive distortion noise) is suppressed.
2) Achievable Rate of R → D k Channel: According to (5) and the bounding technique in [34] , the achievable rate of R → D k channel can be expressed as 
distortion due to transmit imperfection of relay and effective distortion due to receive imperfection of destinations, respectively, which are given by
Theorem 5: Assume that assumptions A1 and A2 hold, and A T is selected so that Tr C RD,k = O(N T ). With HIA scheme, the achievable rate of R → D k channel in the large-(N R , N T ) regime is given by (34) , where the power of desired
and is given by Lemma 1 in Appendix-A. The scaling behaviors of above factors are shown in Table II .
Proof:
The proof is similar with that for Theorem 4, and thus it is neglected.
From Theorem 5 and Table II , one can observe a strong similarity between the effects of hardware impairments on R → D k channel and that on S k → R channel. In particular, the effective distortion due to the transmit imperfection of relay D . This is because that applyingṗ D,k can be viewed as a post-suppression on receive distortion noise.
With HIA scheme, the following end-to-end rate for
Different from that for upper bound in the last section, R HIA k cannot be expressed in a simple form like (15) . However, based on Table I and Table II , one can simply deduce that R Lower k will converge to a finite ceiling if N S and N D are fixed. However, with HIA scheme, the end-to-end achievable rate grows without bound as min(N R , N T ) → ∞ if N S and N D scale with min(N R , N T ) and K min(N R , N T ). This is the same to the situation with ideal hardware [12] .
D. Discussion on Hardware Design
Based on the achievable rate expressions, we discuss the hardware design of sources, destinations and relay in this subsection. Although the achievable rate expressions hold for arbitrary K ≤ min{N R , N T }, we will restrict our analysis to K min{N R , N T }. This is a fundamental condition to ensure the benefit of massive MIMO, i.e., the MUI is suppressed by a large surplus of degrees of freedom [14] . In MM-FDR with hardware impairments, it is also essential to control the number of S-D pairs (by, e.g., some user scheduling scheme) to suppress the EI and distortions.
1) Hardware Design of Sources and Destinations: As N S and N D are fixed and small (due to e.g., size limitation), from Theorem 4 and 5, it is of great importance to reduce ν S,k , ν D,k and µ D,k in order to alleviate the "ceiling effect" on achievable rate. This indicates that it is beneficial to use high-quality hardware at sources and destinations in this case. Note that, different from the relay side, the use of high-quality hardware at sources and destinations is affordable, since the increased cost scales with N S and N D , instead of min{N R , N T }.
When N S and N D scale with min{N R , N T }, from Theorem 4 and 5, the distortion noise powers due to hardware impairments at sources and destinations are lower order terms when compared with desired signal powers. This means that the sources and destinations can decrease the hardware quality to some extent without degrading the performance. Later an example will be given to show how to achieve this.
2) Hardware Design of Relay: Similar to that for sources and destinations when N S and N D scale with min{N R , N T }, the distortion noises caused by hardware impairments at the relay are lower order terms when compared with desired signal powers, which makes it possible to decrease the hardware quality without hurting the performance greatly.
Example: To get a clear insight, we consider the achievable rate of S → R channel 6 given by Theorem 4. We assume that there is only one S-D pair and let ν R = µ R . When N S scales with N R , the achievable rate of S k → R channel reduces to
where c 1 and c 2 are positive constants independent of ν S,1 , µ R and {N S , N R }. In (38), we have replaced N S with the product of N R and some constant. Assume we wish to achieve rate R T . According to (38) , we have (as
The result is encouraging since it implies that we can increase ν S,1 and µ R linearly as N R increase (with N S scaling with N R ) without degrading the achievable rate. As a result, inexpensive MM-FDR is possible.
VI. JOINT DOF AND POWER OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we propose a low-complexity JDPO algorithm to maximize the SE (defined as the sum of all destinations' achievable rates) of HIA-MM-FDR, subject to the maximum power constrains. The achievable rate expressions obtained in section V-C are utilized in the proposed algorithm. The algorithm needs only statistical knowledge of channels. Therefore, it can be computed offline at a central node (e.g., relay) and then broadcasts to the other nodes.
Let E max S,k and E max R be the maximum transmit power constraints at S k and relay, respectively, the SE optimization 6 We consider the achievable rate of S k → R channel to simplify the analysis. Similar result can be obtained based on the achievable rate of R → D channel in Theorem 5. Therefore, the analysis is also valid for end-to-end achievable rate.
problem can be formulated as follows
According to Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we rewrite R
, where γ SR,k and γ RD,k denote the effective received SINRs of S k → R and R → D k channels respectively, which can be expressed as
With the above results and the formula
41) By using some algebra manipulations on the inequality constraints, C 1 , C 2 can be rewritten as (41) is a combinatorial optimization problem which is in general NP hard. To solve (41), we propose a JDPO algorithm to find suboptimal solution. Our strategy is as follows. First, using the similar approach as that in [35] , we show that the power control problem with fixed A R and A T can be approximated as a geometric programming (GP) and solved efficiently using the convex optimization tools [36] . Then we present a heuristic approach based on sequential optimization to solve A R and A T .
Power Control with Fixed A R and A T : From (41) and (42), the inequality constraints are posynomial functions [36] . As shown in [35] , for any γ k > 0, 1 + γ k can be approximated using a monomial function θ k γ ω k k near a pointγ k , where
(1 +γ k ). By using this, the target function of (41) can be approximated as a monomial function, i.e.,
. As a result, the solution for power control problem (with fixed A R and A T ) can be obtained by solving several GPs. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Optimization of A R and A T : An obvious approach to obtain A R and A T is via 2-D search. However, the complexity is very high since the power control problem described in the above should be computed for each (A R , A T ). In this work, we present a heuristic approach to find suboptimal solution. In this approach, A R (A T ) is searched over a subsetÃ R (Ã T ), whose elements are sampled from A R (A T ). For example,Ã R can be selected as {K, 2K, · · · , N R K K}. The motivation of this idea is that the target function does not change dramatically as A R and A T increase/decrease by a small step as observed from the numerical results. Moreover, instead of 2-D search, A R and A T are optimized sequentially over the sampled subsets A R andÃ T via 1-D search. The process repeats several times (much less than min{|Ã R |, |Ã T |}) to improve the solution.
A summary of the JDPO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm converges to a local optimum since the k using (40). Set a tolerance ε and the maximum iteration times L GP . 2: For the (i + 1)th iteration:
• Solve the following GP problem
Otherwise, set i = i+1 and go back to step 2.
Algorithm 2 JDPO algorithm for SE optimization.
T , and a maximum repeat times L. Select the subsetsÃ R andÃ T . 2: for all l = 1, · · · , L do 
where C GP is the complexity to solve GP when A R = N R and A T = N T . Usually, GP is solved using inner point method with polynomial time. The exact expression of C GP is quite difficult and related with the structure of the problem. Some insights on C GP can be found in [37, Sec. 11.5] .
Remark 2: (JDPO for EE Optimization) Instead of the SE optimization, we can also formulate an EE (defined as the SE divided by total transmit power [2] ) optimization problem subject to a target SE R T max
(43) Using (40), the above problem is equivalent to max
With the technique in [35] , the equality constraint can be converted to a monomial, and the power control problem (with fixed A R and A T ) becomes a GP. Thus, (43) can be solving by using a similar JDPO algorithm as that in Algorithm 2.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the simulation results to verify the analyses in the previous sections. Throughout this section, we set
The correlation matrices of desired channels are generated with the exponential correlation model [38] 
The model approximates the property of ULA, where the correlation between adjacent antennas is |r i,k | ∈ [0, 1] and the phase of r i,k describes the angle of arrival/departure as seen from the array. [39] shows how to map some of the parameters of ULA to this model. The correlation matrices of EI channel C EI andC EI are generated similarly with a parameter r EI . For convenience, we let |r i,k | = r 0 , ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K}. The phases of r i,k and r EI are uniformly selected from [0, π].
We assume that 25∼35dB EI cancellation can be provided by passive EI suppression techniques (more than 40dB cancellation has been reported by using such techniques for infrastructure node [4] ). The variances of EI channel (after passive cancellation) and desired channels are selected as
With the path loss model in [4] , the above range corresponds to the setup with the distances from sources/destinations to relay varying from 250m to 500m and 10m segregation between relay transmit and receive arrays.
A. Impact of Hardware Impairments
This subsection considers the effect of hardware impairments on SE of MM-FDR. The channel coherent time is set to T = 300 and the length of pilot sequence is τ = 2. Fig. 1 shows the SE of MM-FDR with single antenna at sources/destinations with different levels of hardware impairments. The SEs based on transceiver scheme in section IV (which achieves the upper bound when N S = N D = 1) and HIA scheme (with p S,k = p D,k = 1) are simulated. From  Fig. 1 , the SE is more sensitive to hardware impairments at sources and destinations. When
2 , the SE approaches to a finite ceiling quickly as the number of relay antennas increases. Similar results can be observed when sources and destinations are equipped with multiple but fixed number of antennas in Fig. 2 . However, the result changes when N S and N D scale with min{N R , N T } and HIA scheme is used. From Fig. 2, as N As the performance is affected by impairments of both transmit and receive RF chains at the relay, we compare the effect of transmit and receive imperfections on SE in Fig. 3 . We assume that the sources and destinations use high-quality hardware (ν S = ν R = µ R = 0.01 2 ). From the figure, the effect of receive imperfection is more detrimental. The reason is that, with EI at the relay, the power of distortion noise caused by receive imperfection is much stronger than that due to transmit imperfection. However, the performance difference decreases as N R increases from 0.5N T to N R = 2N T , since the power of effective receive distortion scales as O(KN −1 R ) (see Table I ). This implies that use relatively higher-quality hardware or more antennas at the receive side of relay is beneficial. Using a similar setup, one can obtain a parallel conclusion for destination, i.e., the receive imperfection is more harmful than transmit imperfection. This is because that the transmit imperfection of destination only induces larger channel estimator errors, which is a part of the received signal at the destination. Thus, based on model (2), the distortion noise due to receive imperfection will be more detrimental. 5 shows the SE as a function of the number of S-D pairs K, where the length of pilot sequence of each source or destination is set to 1. When T = 300, the figure reveals that the SE will not increase without bound as K increases since SE is ultimately limited by the channel coherent time. In fact, as the number of S-D pair approaches to T /2, the SE converges to zero since all time is allocated to pilot phase. Meanwhile, the SE per S-D pair is a strictly decreasing function of K. Similar result can be observed as the channel coherent time is very long (T → ∞). This is because that the MUI, EI and distortion noises become limiting factors when K is large as seen from the scaling behaviors in Table I and  Table II . This implies that the number of S-D pairs should be 
ν a n d µ i n c r e a s e l i n e a r l y w i t h N R a n d N T w i t h o u t d e g r a d i n g t h e S E Fig. 5 : Number of relay antennas required to achieve 3bit/s/Hz SE per S-D pair with different hardware qualities, where
limited in order to ensure a SE guarantee for each S-D pair, and this number decreases as the quality of hardware degrades.
C. Comparison with Relevant Schemes
In this subsection, the SE of HIA-MM-FDR is compared with the massive MIMO HDR (MM-HDR) [10] and MM-FDR with ZF-based transceiver (ZF-MM-FDR) [12] . The channel coherent time is set to T = 300 and the length of pilot sequence is τ = 2. The power of pilot symbol is E T = 10dB. For HIA-MM-FDR, the maximum power constraints at sources and relay are set to E
When JDPO is applied, E S,k , E R,k , A R and A T are determined by Algorithm 2. The maximum repeat time L of JDPO is set to 3 and the elements of subsetÃ R are picked uniformly from A R with step max{10, N R K }.Ã T is obtained with the similar approach. The above parameters are chosen so that the performance loss due to the suboptimal search approach to obtain A R and A T is negligible. Fig. 5 simulates the number of relay antennas required to achieve 3bit/s/Hz SE per S-D pair (which ideally can support the 64-QAM transmission with 1/2 channel code) with different levels of hardware quality, where we set ν S = ν D = ν R = ν and µ D = µ R = µ. The figure reveals a tradeoff between the number of antennas and hardware quality, that is (as discussed in section V-D), by increasing N R and N T , we can reduce ν and µ linearly without degrading the SE. Meanwhile, it is seen that the proposed HIA-MM-FDR reduces the required number of relay antennas significantly when compared with ZF-MM-FDR. Moreover, the HIA-MM-FDR outperforms the MM-HDR for large ν and µ. This is because that the distortion noises become the main limiting factor in this case when compared with EI.
The effect of asymmetric numbers of transmit and receive 
Fig. 6: SE comparison with asymmetric numbers of transmit and receive relay antennas, where K = 10, 
N R = N T = 1 0 0 S w i t c h i n g P o i n t s Fig. 7 : SE v.s. variance of echo interference channel β EI , where
antennas at the relay is shown in Fig. 6 , where we set N R + N T = 200. It is shown that allocating more antennas to the receive side of relay is beneficial for HIA-MM-FDR (without JDPO) and ZF-MM-FDR. The reason is that, in the considered setup, the limiting factors of system performance are EI and distortion noise due to receive imperfection at the relay. From Theorem 4, these factors can be suppressed by receive antenna array of relay. However, when JDPO is applied, it is optimal to set N R = N T . This is because that the JDPO algorithm in fact tries to balance the achievable rates of each hop by power control and adjusting A R and A T . This makes it unnecessary to allocate more antennas to receive side. Fig. 7 shows the SE of HIA-MM-FDR as a function of variance for EI channel β EI . As expected, there exists a switching point between HIA-MM-FDR and MM-HDR as 
β EI increases. By increasing N R and N T , the constraint on β EI for HIA-MM-FDR to achieve a performance gain relaxes, which indicates that HIA-MM-FDR becomes more attractive when the number of relay antennas is large. Moreover, Fig.  7 demonstrates that the proposed JDPO algorithm can reduce the constraint on β EI significantly. In particular, as N = 200, a SE gain of 7.5bit/s/Hz can be achieved by HIA-MM-FDR when compared to MM-HDR as β EI is 20dB. 
The expression of δ 
It can be shown that T , Θ R R can be expressed based on model (2) as
For further analysis, we approximate E x SR,j and x RD,j (i.e., A R and A T ) approach to infinity as min{N R , N T } → ∞. Thus, according to [17, Lemma 4 (ii) and (iii)], in the large-(N R , N T ) regime, we can deduce
